Project: **Project Name (eB #)**

☐ Has underground conduit routing been coordinated with existing and new utilities?
☐ Are instructions provided for nameplates or other identification?
☐ Was voltage drop considered for long runs?
☐ Underground boxes located and sized?
☐ Weatherproof covers and enclosures specified where applicable?
☐ Automatic shutoff controls provided (where is photocell location)?
☐ To be able to apply for LEED credit: does exterior lighting plan include narrative and illustration of features to be lit, demonstration that lighting will produce neither direct-beam illumination nor glare onto neighboring property/streets/night sky?
☐ GFCI Outlets where required by NEC?
☐ Firestop penetrations through fire rated construction;
☐ Provide firestop details
☐ Coordinate core-drills with Structural
☐ Watertight penetrations provided at exterior walls
☐ Verify locations are shown on drawings and labelled
☐ Code required depth of burial? Existing utilities located and identified on drawings?